Dear Friends
We are surging at exactly the right time, and I need your help to keep it up!
Today, we were featured in this excellent column in the Boston Globe!
Yesterday at the debate, while my opponents sputtered tired talking points and non-solutions, I clearly
spelled out my simple and straightforward plan of real, honest and serious solutions to the challenges we
the people face every day in the real world.
And when my opponent attacked my integrity and called my grassroots fight for Main Street "personal
ambition", here's what I had to say about that (watch to the end).
Are you going to stand by while my entrenched, PAC-money drenched elite insider opponent--who is the
very definition of personal ambition gone wild--attacks my credibility and ethics?
We need your help today to rid Congress once and for all of this rank hypocrisy. We have only 25 days left
and we need your help to continue our momentum! Click here to rush your $25, $50, $100, or $300
donation today.
Your contribution will help us continue our vital voter contact efforts and increase our ad time on the
air--we must have the resources to make sure we don't get drowned out by all the noise of the PACs and
special interest groups.

Please make your strongest possible contribution today to elect a Congresswoman with the
independence and experience to stand up and fight for the people of her district.
Common sense and solutions. We all know you can't have one without the other, and you know I am the
only one in this race who will give you both. Please help us today--it will soon be too late, and if you do
nothing now, we will up end with the same old do-nothing in November.
Thank you!
To Victory!
Marisa
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